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INTRODUCTION
illions of women in India have been systematically eliminated because of
practices such as female foeticide and infanticide. It is estimated that India is
missing about 50 million women. The word 'missing' was coined by Dr.
Amartya Sen to refer to the number of women that should have been in India's
population, according to the normal male/female ratio. In industrialized countries such as
Europe or North America, where there is no gender preference at birth, the men - women ratio in
a population is about 100:105. Dr. Sen used an even lower bench-mark of 100:102 men to
women as the average for developing countries. Analyzing the census 1986, data he found that
there were 9 women “missing” for every 100 men. Dr. Sen concluded that at that time India was
“missing” a total of 37 million women. The figure continues to escalate.
Sex ratio is one of the biggest threats to contemporary civilization. The increasing imbalance
between men and women is leading to increased crime against women, trafficking, sexual
assault, and polygamy. Female foeticide is one of the most nefarious crimes; perpetrators belong
to the educated class most likely and they don't perceive it as a crime. The increasing demand for
sex selection has led to commercialization of technology. Private clinics providing sex
determination tests are growing rapidly and widely. Due its high requirement, sex selection is
now available in at places that do not even have potable water. The national data's (NFHS III,
DLHS III & SRS 2005-07) point up that Uttar Pradesh sex ratio has declined to almost 36% past
Census 2001.
The Indian Parliament enacted the Pre-Diagnostic Techniques Act in 1994. It was brought into
operation from 1 January, 1996, in order to check female foeticide. It was amended in 2003.
This report evaluates the status of implementation of PC-PNDT Act. In Uttar Pradesh
–Lucknow based NGO Vatsalya was mandated by The Secretary, Family Welfare, GoUP to
conduct this evaluation.All 71 districts of the State were studied.
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OBJECTIVES
¡ To analyze challenges and gaps in the implementation of

the PC-PNDTAct.
¡ To demonstrate accountability on the authorities and the

d e p a r t m e n t s r e s p o n s i b l e f o r i t s e ff e c t i v e
implementation.
¡ To create a guide book for streamlining the

implementation.
Hopefully the study will also act as an advocacy tool to raise awareness on the issue among committees,
relevant government departments, media and legal experts.

STUDY ENVIRONMENT
Social, Political and Legislative Framework
The result of special fertility and mortality survey of 1.1 million households commissioned by the
census office in 1998 reveals that the Sex Ratio at Birth (SRB) for the first child is 871 girls born for
every 1000 boys but SRB to 759 for second child if the first child is a girl. If the first two children are girls
this ratio dips even lower to 718 for the third child.
In Total Sex Ratio, UP fares much lower than national average over two decades; In Child Sex Ratio it
fares marginally lower than national average. While TSR has improved for both India and Uttar Pradesh;
child sex ratio has come down in both with UP faring marginally better in percent decline.
According to Census 2001 the total population of India stood at 1.03 billion. Between 1991 and 2001 the
population rose by a phenomenal 10.34% while the child sex ratio has further declined from 945 girls per
thousand boys in 1991 to 927 girls in 2001 (Table 1). Today in India, there are about 50 million fewer
girls than there should be. Sex ratio is an important social indicator to measure the extent of prevailing
gender equity at a given point in time.
Table-1 : The Declining Sex Ratio
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Sex ratio is an important social indicator to measure gender equity. The rapidly declining sex ratio is
likely to create severe gender imbalance that can destroy the social fabric. It should also be viewed both
as a child rights issue (girls are killed either through sex selective abortions or die prematurely due to
violence and neglect) and as a political issue (consequence of biased, policies, unethical medical
professionals & irresponsible use of new technologies). The socio-cultural environment is hostile.
Given this scenario, effective implementation of the PC-PNDTAct together with efforts at social reform
including the enhancement of the value of daughters is a significant step towards the prevention of
female foeticide.
In India, discrimination at birth against females is not a new phenomenon. Female foeticide is the new
form of discrimination against the girl child, which traditionally took the form of female infanticide
among certain sections of the population in many parts of India. Since the 1980s new technologies such
as Ultra-Sonography, Amniocentesis and Chorionic Villus Biopsy, intended for detection of foetal
abnormalities are being misused for sex detection and determination. Even those who would hesitate to
kill an infant can now rationalize violence against the unborn girl child with a variety of arguments so
much so that even the doctors and radiologist claim to be doing “social service” to the mother, unborn
girl child and extended family.
Reasons for son preference are socio-cultural. While no significant progress has been made towards
changing these social mores, the government has been actively promoting the small family norm. Given
the extremely patriarchal structure of Indian society, female foeticide is the inevitable fall-out of the
small family. Clearly, the small family comes at the cost of the girl child. What is disturbing is the extent
and reach of the practice of foeticide, which has now spread even to areas where it was previously
unknown. The private nature of the transaction between patient and doctor makes it extremely difficult
for an extraneous intervention to take place; the MTP (Medical Termination of Pregnancy) Act makes
abortion an easy follow-up.
The falling child sex ratio and the efforts of NGOs and activists calling attention to the increasing
phenomenon of sex determination led the government to pass the Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques
(PNDT) Act in 1994, followed by the revised Pre-Natal and Pre-Conception Diagnostic Techniques
(PC-PNDT) Act of 2002, to include pre-conception sex determination, implemented from 2003. Tardy
implementation of the Act by State governments, exacerbated by the findings of the 2001 Census, led to
the intervention of the Supreme Court following a PIL filed by concerned activists and NGOs. The Act
was implemented only after directives from the SC.
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BACKGROUND OF PC-PNDT Act, 1994
The beginnings of the Act lie in the campaigns by women's
groups in the 80s against blatant advertisements for sex
determination. In Maharashtra the Forum against Sex
Determination and Sex Pre-Selection (FASDSP) is supported
by women's groups, health activists and doctors. The first
campaign was launched by the Center for Women's
Development Studies (CWDS), Delhi, against a private clinic
advertising sex determination in Amritsar, Punjab in 1982.
With strong media support, the campaigns drew attention to
the misuse of technologies available for sex determination,
such as Amniocentesis, Chorionic Villus Biopsy and
Sonography. FASDSP lobbied for a separate legislation as
against modification of the existing MTPACT of 1971. This led to the passing of the Maharashtra bill for
Regulation of Use of Prenatal Diagnostic Techniques Act, April 1988. Serious drawbacks in this
legislation and its implementation led to a move across the country for a national act to ban sex
determination tests, resulting in the PNDT Act of 1994, which came into force in 1996. Lack of political
will to enforce effective implementation, however, led to Public Interest Litigation (PIL) in the Supreme
Court, filed by three petitioners: Sabu George, activist, and the NGOs MASUM and CEHAT in February
2000. The Supreme Court directed the central and State governments to implement the Act. With the
new technologies available, the need was felt to bring pre-conception technologies also within the
purview of the Act, hence the amended Act renamed Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and
Prevention of Misuse)AmendmentAct, (PC-PNDT) 2002, came to be enacted.

SALIENT TECHNOLOGIES

Ultrasonography is the most commonly used
technique. It is non-invasive and can identify
upto 50% of abnormalities related to the
central nervous system of the foetus. Sex
determination has become its preferred
application. Depending on the
ultrasonologist's expertise, chances of a
correct prediction are 95%, with greater
accuracy as the pregnancy advances. If the
foetus is female, a second trimester, even a
third trimester abortion is carried out either by
a doctor or a quack.
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Genetic technologies have made great advancements over the past few decades. In 1975, amniocentesis
techniques for detecting foetal abnormalities were developed at AIIMS in India, intended for pregnant
women over 35 years, in order to detect high-risk pregnancies and for detection of inherited diseases. It
was soon known that it could be used for sex determination as well, and most of the 11,000 couples that
volunteered for the test were more interested in the sex of the child rather than its genetic abnormalities.
Those with two or more daughters opted for abortions.
Chorionic Villus Biopsy is meant to be used for diagnosis of inherited diseases such as thalasaemia,
fibrosis and muscular dystrophy. Ultra Sonography is the other technology, and is the most preferred and
widely used as it is safe, non invasive, and can also detect about 50% of common abnormalities related to
the nervous system of the foetus. It can also diagnose the sex by sixteen weeks, and this has become its
most preferred usage. Pre-Conception Gender Selection (PGS) includes flow cytometry, preimplantation gender determination of the embryo, and in-vitro fertilization to ensure the birth of the
desired sex child. In PGS, X and Y sperms are separated and the enriched sperms are used to fertilize the
ovum. The method was intended to reduce the risk of diseases related to the X chromosome, which are
more common in boys than in girls. However, again the method is misused to avoid giving birth to girls.
Combined with these new assisted reproductive technologies, sex selection has become fairly simple.

The key provisions of the PC-PNDT Act are described by CAPF
(Campaign against Pre-birth Elimination of females)
The Act prohibits sex selection before and after conception. Pre-natal diagnostic techniques are
regulated to be used only to detect genetic and metabolic disorders, chromosomal abnormalities,
congenital malformations, haemoglobin apathies and sex-linked disorders. The PC-PNDT Act States
that sex selection, either before or after conception, is prohibited, by anyone and by any means.
However, while regulating the misuse of technology, the Act does not deny technology either. It allows
for prenatal sex diagnosis (not selection), for purposes of detecting chromosomal abnormalities, genetic
disorders and congenital abnormalities. The Act requires the filling up and regular submission of a
Form, duly signed by the pregnant woman.
However, under the law, ultrasound clinics, clinics for carrying out medical termination of pregnancy,
and clinics for assisted reproductive technologies and facilities are allowed use of the technology
provided they are licensed. The preamble talks of prohibition and regulation of pre-natal techniques
required for pregnant women. Definitions are included of the types of clinics, etc. which are eligible, and
the qualifications of doctors. Portable machines are also included. The Act has a central and State level
Supervisory Board, an Appropriate Authority, and supporting Advisory committee. The function of the
Board is to monitor the Act, which included making amendments from time to time as may be required.
The Appropriate Authority is required to oversee the registration of clinics, administrative details,
inspections, investigations and imposing of penalties. The advisory committee provides technical
support to the Appropriate Authority, which in turn is expected to advise the central or State medical
councils in the matter of taking action against culpable doctors. The Act prohibits sale of equipment to
unregistered clinics. No prenatal tests are to be done unless reason is recorded.
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The Act Provides for Three Kinds of Implementing Bodies
8

Policy Level Bodies: The Central and State Supervisory Boards. These bodies are primarily
responsible for advising the central and State governments on policy matters. They are also
responsible for overseeing the performance of various bodies constitute
d under the Act and
creating public awareness on the issue of sex selection and sex selective abortions.

8

Appropriate Authorities: This is the chief implementing authority. These authorities
appointed at the district and sub -district levels, are usually the CMOs and BMOs. (Chief
Medical officers and Block Medical Officers)

8

Advisory Committees: Each Appropriate Authority is aided and advised by the Advisory
Committees constituted at the district and sub-district level. Social workers and experts in
medicine, law and communications/ informa
tion constitute this committee.

The appropriate authorities have the following functions:
¡ Granting/ rejecting/ suspending/ canceling registrations.
¡ Conducting inspections and investigations
¡ Initiating legal action
¡ Creating public awareness
¡ Recommending changes in theAct and the rules for better implementation.
¡ Preparing quarterly reports on implementation of theAct

The Act does not provide for any role of the police in its implementation. In order to conduct
investigative procedures, Appropriate Authorities have been vested with the investigative powers of a
civil court. The Act clearly prohibits disclosure of the sex of the unborn child. The only way to catch the
guilty is by checking the records, but a guilty doctor is highly unlikely to keep good records. However,
abnormalities in the unborn child would come out in the genetic lab where one can easily find out if the
MTP was essential. Gender based violence is a public health issue as well as a rights issue. Ethical
questions connected with the practice of female feticide arise from the point of view of sociology and
medicine, but the criminal nature of the practice is not highlighted. Also punitive measures are most
often not enforced by the administrative machinery.
As discussed, Amniocentesis and Ultra Sonography are misused as sex determining techniques. This
misuse of these technologies has increased particularly in private clinics, hospitals and diagnostic
centers in the country. While, according to the Act only registered institutions under the Act can provide
genetic counseling, genetic tests and clinical services, still the implementation of sex selection and sex
determination lies squarely within the purview and discretion of the medical practitioner. To perform sex
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determination and abortions for the sole purpose of female feticide constitutes a breach of medical
ethics, in which both the doctors and their regulating authority, i.e. the Medical Council are indicted.
The Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (Regulation and Prevention of Misuse) Act 1994 has since
been amended with effect from 14.02.2003.Amendments to theAct mainly cover to:
v Bring the technique of pre-conception sex selection within the ambit of this Act so as to preempt
the use of such technologies which significantly contribute to the declining sex ratio.
v Bring the use of ultrasound machines within the purview of this Act more explicitly so as to curb
their misuse for detection and disclosure of sex of the foetus.
v Further empower the Central Supervisory Board for monitoring the implementation of theAct.
v Introduce State level Supervisory Board for monitoring and reviewing the implementation of the
Act in States/UTs
v Constitute a multi member State Appropriate Authority for better implementation and
monitoring of theAct in the States
v Make punishments prescribed under the Act more stringent so as to serve as a deterrent for
minimizing violations of theAct
v Empower the Appropriate Authorities with the powers of Civil Court for search, seizure and
sealing the machines, equipments and records of the violators of law including sealing of
premises and commissioning of witnesses
v Making mandatory the maintenance of proper records in respect of the use of ultrasound
machines and other equipments which can be used for detection of sex of foetus and also in
respect of tests and procedures leading to pre-conception selection of sex.
v Regulate the sale of ultrasound machines only to the bodies registered under theAct.
Based on the amendments made to the Act, the Rules framed there under have also been amended under
the amended Rules:
¡ A provision for appeal has been made:Any person having grievance against the sub-district level

Appropriate Authority can make an appeal to the district level Appropriate Authority and
similarly for grievance against the district level Appropriate Authority an appeal can be made to
the State/UT levelAppropriateAuthority.
¡ 23 indications, prescribed by ICMR, have been included in the PC-PNDT Rules for which

ultrasound scanning can be conducted during pregnancy for the well being of the pregnant
woman and foetus.
¡ Forms have been simplified and Consent is required only in case of invasive techniques.
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This order almost created a vacuum in the State since
specific roles and responsibilities of different
authorities were not specified.
The difficult
accessibility of most DMs and that law and order is
their key priority; this led to certain laxity in
implementation. As a follow-up to this Government
order and the State Appropriate Authority meeting,
another order was passed whereby the CMO was designated the role of the upkeep of the records and
other formalities concerning the registration, renewal and cancellation of the ultrasound centers. This
has streamlined the implementation process to some extent.
"According to a new Government order dated
30th November 2007, District Magistrate’s
(DM) were appointed as the Appropriate
Authority in place of the Chief Medical
Officer (CMO) in Uttar Pradesh"

METHODOLOGY
Vatsalya was entrusted with developing assessment
formats; collection and processing of data; assessment
of data; giving recommendations for action. Based on a
voluntary and pro-active cooperation of all
stakeholders and various civil society organizations
working on the issue across the state, a valid
assessment of the status of theAct was undertaken.
Vatsalya formed a team of members to provide
technical inputs and collect the data. These included
individual experts and representatives of civil society
organizations. A briefing workshop was carried out at
the beginning of the study to present the process of
implementation. Feedback from participants helped to
refine the tools developed.
A formal data collection process was designed to
ensure that data gathered is both defined and accurate
and that subsequent decisions based on arguments embodied in the findings are valid. Thus, an integral
part of an adequate evaluation concept is the selection of appropriate methods for data collection. Since
the focus of the assessment was to be based on status concerning various clauses of the PC-PNDT Act,
focused instruments and methods of investigation were applied. For standardization purposes, data
pertaining to the last one year was collected.
The data collection techniques utilized is as follows:
Using information from available documents
l
Interviews
l
Administering written questionnaires - (Annexure-9)
l
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With concern to our district PC-PNDT cell, a lot of data is available in the form of documents which have
to be maintained as per the standards of the Act, although these may not necessarily have been analyzed
or published. Locating these sources and retrieving information was important.
Analysis of the information routinely collected by the Appropriate Authority with respect to
maintenance of genetic centers and diagnostic techniques; medical personnel associated; other statuary
compliances under theAct, was the focus of the assessment.
The use of key informants was another important technique. Key informants in this case were the
District Appropriate Authorities i.e. the District Magistrate or the Chief Medical Officer who are both
accountable for the enforcement of the PC-PNDTAct.
Their views were collected in the form of open-ended questionnaire through an interview. In some cases,
owing to the unavailability of these officials, the written questionnaire formats were administered.

Challenges & Constraints in Data Collection
¡ Data was not always made easily accessible by the concernedAuthorities
¡ Information in documents was not precise or was incomplete
¡ There was often poor response by theAuthorities

The data hence collected was compiled through SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) package
to provide detailed district specific information on various clauses of the Act. The last step of the
evaluation was a theoretical analysis of the findings.
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KEY FINDINGS & ANALYSIS
The PC-PNDT law is a prohibitory and regulatory
statute; it seeks to put in place a mechanism which
prohibits sex selection while preventing the misuse and
over-use of the pre-natal diagnostic techniques. At the
same time, the Act permits and regulates the use of such
techniques for the purpose of detection of specific
genetic abnormalities or disorders. The Act further
permits the use of such techniques only under certain
conditions by the registered bodies as per the norms laid
down under it in detail.
Broadly the analysis of the status of implementation of
the PC-PNDT Act can be looked at in two broad
categories:
¡ Compliances to be observed by the genetic clinic, laboratory & ultrasound centers
¡ Streamlining of the statuary mechanisms and monitoring bodies

The state records a total of 3,647 ultrasound clinics in all its 71 districts. Most of these are concentrated
in commercially viable areas and districts such as Agra, Allahabad, Bareilly, Gorakhpur, Kanpur,
Lucknow and Meerut.Almost all (95%) of the centers are privately owned by institutions and doctors.
Interesting data is revealed if
all these centers falling under
the purview of the PC-PNDT
Act are categorically
segregated according to their
types. Ultrasound clinics
clearly outnumber any other
genetic centers in the state.
Four IVF centers have been
reported in the state, all from
Lucknow district. This
Source: website: Central PNDT division
implies that other IVF
centers in districts of
Moradabad, Allahabad,
Kanpur, Meerut and Noida stand either unreported or reported in the category of
ultrasound centers and hence unregistered.
As per the Act
"Each State / UT is required to submit a quarterly report
on the implementation of the Act. However, as on August 31,
2005, only 29 States/UTs had sent their quarterly progress
reports. Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Jammu & Kashmir,
Orissa, Uttar Pradesh, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, did not
send their report for the quarter ending March 2005 by
August 2005, despite periodic reminders from the PNDT cell.
Even the States that did send their reports did not do so by
the stipulated time"
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Table-2 : Kind of Centers Registered in Uttar Pradesh
Centers Registered

Number of Centers

Percentage

Ultrasound

3402

94.5

Genetic Counseling Center

177

4.9

Genetic L

13

.4

Mobile U.C

1

.0

I.V.F

4

.1

Combined Unit

3

.1

Centers whose data’s are missing

47

.1

Total

3647

*Records from Kanpur Dehat report a mobile ultrasound clinic.

Ownership Status of the Ultrasound Centers
Medical professionals own 2,945 of the total 3647 ultrasound clinics in the state and non-medical
personnel owned 356 clinics; while there were no records certifying the owner's profession in the
remaining 346 clinics.
Segregation of the above trend highlights the fact that most of the clinics owned by the nonmedicos are centered in the smaller districts, hence making it unlikely that they be covered
during any monitoring or follow-up process. A larger pattern displaying the above trend was
brought forward in the random cases cited below. These are a few districts which represents a trend
where large numbers of non-medicos own the ultrasound clinics which almost equal those owned by the
medical personnel.
Table-3 : Status of Ownership in Three Districts of Uttar Pradesh
District

Type of Owners

Gazipur

Medico

9

Non medico

12

Jaunpur
Sultanpur

No. of Owners

Medico

29

Non medico

24

Medico
Non medico

19
16

Status of the Professionals Employed at the Centers
The Act clearly provides for specified qualifications for the person operating the ultrasound technology.
It is hence restricted to the individual who is legally registered under the Act and has thus been granted
the permission to operate on a particular machine.
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The above given graph clearly indicates that for more than half (1862 out of 3534) of the
professionals registered with the ultrasound centers, possess no record concerning their
qualifications.
Much obvious deduction from the
above is that around 410 MBBS were
"Gautam Budh Nagar, Jaunpur, Mau, Meerut, Pratapgarh,
Unnao, Deoria and Balia are among the districts where
also operating the ultrasound
certificates have been granted to BAMS/ BUMS doctors by the
machines who did not possessed the
AppropriateAuthority for operating the ultrasound clinics"
required experience or qualification
to do so, while on the other hand 11
BAMS and BUMS had also been
granted registration and permission to
operate on the machines whereas the Act indicates that any medical personnel can only be granted
registration if one is recognized under the Indian Medical council Act, 1956. Of the MBBS doctors
registered who havep appropriate training or experience, only 18% had acquired the same from a
qualified sonologist or radiologist. The rest, approximately 80% of the MBBS doctors had also been
granted registration, but the qualification of the issuing authority was not mentioned in the certificates,
which in itself raises suspicion about its authenticity.
Table-4 :Status of Qualification of the Certifying Authority Providing

Training/ Experience certificates
Qualification

No. of Certificates
Issued

Valid Percent

MD Radiologist/DMRD/DMRT

670

18.4

MBBS+

114

3.1

Qualification of the certifying authority not
given

2849

78.4

14

0.1

3647

100.0

Missing
Total
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Table-5 : Qualification of Doctors Issuing Experience Certificates

Name of Doctors

Qualification’s

No. of Experience Certificates
Issued

Dr. N. M.

MBBS+

05

Dr. O P G

MBBS+

06

Dr. N J

MBBS+

16

District’s

Allahabad

Bareilly

Deoria

Ghaziabad

Doctors
registered at
= 4 centers

Numbers of
centers at
which
registered

Dr. K. P. S.

06

Dr. N. C. S.

04

Dr. S. K.

05

Dr. V. G.

05

Dr. S. T.

07

Dr. R. K.

04

Dr. K. N. T.

05

District’s

Doctors
registered at
= 4 centers

Jhansi

Dr. L. C. A.

05

Dr. A.

04

Kanpur Nagar Dr. S. S.

Lucknow

Numbers of
centers at
which
registered

06

Dr. M. K.

04

Dr. K. V. V.

04

Dr. R. K. D.

04

Dr. S. S.

04

Dr. T. G.

08

Dr. J. N. M.

12

Dr. S. K. S.

07

Dr. N. G.

05

Dr. P. S.

06

Dr. A. C.

04

Dr. V. P. G.

04

Dr. M. S.

04

Meerut
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another paper and the said paper must also be displayed along with the registration certificate at a
conspicuous place in the centre. Under the Act, for monitoring purposes, it is also desirable that the
information concerning the make and the model of the ultrasound machines be entered in FormA
while submitting the application for registration. Districts furnished these records for only 1770
machines (out of a total of 3647 ultrasound machines), which implies that there was no information for
the rest of the machines; the most distressing fact being that records from Lucknow were lacking in
for 145 ultrasound machines. Such cases lend evidence that no checks are force by the Appropriate
Authorities or implementing bodies.

Effectively,

With reference
to thepresents
clause under
the PC-PNDT Act whereby the record to be maintained by every
Uttar Pradesh
a
picture
as less
than F, the data gathered reveals that for all the 3647 centers, the status of
center stark
is to be
specified
in Form
14% of all ultrasound
reporting
is only known for 2838. Of these, 1482 centers were not sending regular reports to the
centers (497 out of 3647)
concerning
district
Appropriate Authorities. Among the 1346 reports received by the authorities
are sending
complete
reports;
a
clear
flouting
of various districts, only
727 reports were being sent in the appropriate format i.e. Form F.
of the provisions
Further analysis
of
these
reports
showed that onl y 497 of these were complete.
of the Act.
If all these records are duly maintained, with their aid the Appropriate Authorities can monitor the
abortions that are being done. For instance, if there are too many cases referred by a particular doctor or
the reasons stated are essentially the same, the real reason for the abortion may be traceable to sex
determination. Therefore, one can conclude that in the purview of the disastrous state of reporting in the
state, not enough efforts are being made to trace the heinous practice and identify its culprits.

Record Keeping
Record keeping is an integral step towards implementation and monitoring of the Act. However, these
records are only being maintained in 44 districts. In the remaining districts, records are not maintained or
were not made available during the process of the study.
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Since this committee has been bestowed with major responsibilities pertaining to
implementation, the irregularity in its meetings clearly authenticates the inefficacy in the
implementation of the Act.
The status of other formal compliances to be observed during the meetings presents a no better scenario
as evident below.
Table-7 : Status of Formal Compliances During DAC meetings

Under the Rules, theAppropriateAuthority is required to attend the meeting of theAdvisory Committee;
provide all secretarial and other assistance to theAdvisory Committee for the discharge of its functions.
The Appropriate Authority shall not have a right to vote in case of any difference of opinion amongst the
members of the Advisory Committee (Rule 9 under the PC-PNDTAdvisory Committee Rules, 1996). In
this context, the above data highlights in only 44 districts these meetings were attended by the
Appropriate Authority. This implies that in the remaining districts, the Appropriate
Authority is left out of the decisions of the Advisory Committee owing to its absence from
the meetings. While these Advisory Committee meetings are headed by the DM and the Chief medical
officer in 27% and 29% of the districts respectively (as represented in the table above), only in 23% of
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the districts is the meeting chaired by a member of the Advisory Committee (for e.g. Chief Medical
Superintendent or any other member voted of the Committee) which is as per the norms laid down in the
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Centers were sealed in various districts owing to breach of the provisions of the Act. However, most of
these were undertaken during the visit of the National Monitoring and Inspection Committee. Given
that 131 centers were reported in contravention to the provisions of the Act, the follow-up
action taken is inadequate.
Cases were filed in the CJM court preceding the breach, the details of which are as follows :

Compliances

Observed

Not observed

Agenda of the meeting prepared

38 Districts

24 Districts

09 districts

Meetings held according to agenda

38 Districts

04 Districts

29 Districts

Meeting minutes recorded in the
meeting

58 Districts

06 Districts

07 Districts

Prior notice (1 week) of the meeting
given to members

61 Districts

02 Districts

08 Districts

Presence of District Appropriate
Authority

44 Districts

19 Districts

08 Districts

Renewal and cancellation issues
discussed

58 Districts

06 Districts

07 Districts

Record keeping
¡ Permanent record in the form of Form H
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Information Missing

¡

¡

¡

¡
¡
¡
¡

register is either not made or if made it is
incomplete in 40% of the districts.
Subsequent entries have not been made.
At places, these permanent records of centers
in Form H do not have details of the
ultrasound centers, which pose a problem in
their regulation.
At places, records of District Advisory
Committee meeting minutes were not written
or the registers were not available to be
observed.
At some places, the registration details do not contain records of qualification of the medical
professionals handling imaging machines to ensure their standards as laid down in the PCPNDTAct.
The registration applications are not produced before Advisory Committee to examine and
approve or cancel the application.
At places, the details of supervisory visits, subsequent action and follow up is not recorded.
The column 12 of Form 'A' (asking the name, qualification, experience and registration number
of the employees) is left vacant.
In Farukkabad, the Form A for registration has been substituted by self generated Performa. At
various other districts self generated forms are used for reporting to the Appropriate Authorities
by the ultrasound centers.

Qualification/ Standards of Medical Professionals Using Imaging
Technologies
At most places, medical professionals do not comply with the requisite qualification to operate these
technologies (Rule 3 (3) (1) (b) under the PC-PNDT Rules) and Section (2) of Indian Medical Council
Act, 1956 and Section 2(p), PC-PNDTAct). Following violations have been observed:
¡ Medical professionals not registered under State Medical Council, Uttar Pradesh
¡ Medical professionals not registered under Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 (BUMS, BAMS
doctors
etc)the
(Annexure
- 7550
) centers have been visited by respective authorities in
“Across
State, only
the
last
one
year
as
part
of regular
follow-up
A mere 15%.
Further,
1601
inadequate
trainingvisits:
or experience
under
an expert
in terms of
¡ Medical professionals having
ultrasound
centers
in the -state
specified
duration
(Annexure
5 ) (44%) have not been visited even once for
regularprofessionals
monitoring of
records
or foror
ensuring
compliance
to theAct”
having
training
experience
by non-expert
(doctors who themselves
¡ Medical
have taken experience and training do not qualify to further certify other doctors)
¡ Many certificates issued do not carry details of the issuing authority/ institution based on which
its authenticity cannot be verified (Annexure – 3-4 )

Supervision of Centers
¡ There are many centers whose registration have expired at various length of time, who have not

applied for renewals and are still functional
¡ In few districts, no supervisory visits have been conducted till date (no records found to this
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effect)
No. of Center
have
changed places/
withoutDistrict
giving Name
formal information
to the appropriate
¡ Clinics
District
Name
No. employees
of Center Visited

Visited
Aligarh
45
Jhansi
42
Allahabad
Kannauj
12 Authorities have
cases, where the violation of11the Act has been
found, the Appropriate
¡ In few
Nagar
Kushi
Nagar
10
filedAmbedkar
an FIR (As
per theAct, the case10
should be filed
in the
CJM court)
Azamgarh
39
Lalitpur
8
the centers have
been cancelled and suspended
without any
¡ At places,
Bagpat it has been observed that19
Lucknow
60
action
Balia
20
Mahamaya Nagar
2
Balrampur
12
Maharajganj
12
¡ At various instances, non-registered centers and other centers caught with violations have
Barabanki
9
Mahoba
2
reopened on a meager fine or notice and no strict action is taken against them (Ref: Judgment, In
Bareilly
21
Mainpuri
4
the Basti
Supreme Court of India, Civil Original
Jurisdiction,
Writ Petition (Civil),
No. 301 of 2000)
6
Mathura
Missing
Bullandshahar
20
Mau
2 F. The rest of the
few districts are receiving the reports
from the
ultrasound centers on Form
¡ Very
Chandauli
7
Meerut
5
districts are either not collecting the reports or in few cases the reports are being collected in
Chitrakoot
3
Mirjapur
10
alternate
formats.
Deoria
6
Moradabad
4
Etah & Functioning of Implementing
5
Muzaffarnagar
30
Constitution
& Monitoring Bodies
Faizabad
18
Pilibhit
7
15 not been done
PratapGarh
35
constitution of the committees have
in accordance to the provisions
of the Act
¡ TheFarrukhabad
Firozabad
5
Raibareilly
27
(Section 17 (5) (6) of the PC-PNDTAct).
G.B.Nagar
85
Saharnpur
Missing
an activist
¡ At places,
Gazipurthe committee does not have
21 a legal expert
SantorKabir
Nagar as a member.
2
Gonda
23
Sant Ravidas Nagar
11
¡ Nursing home owners or private ultrasonologists/ IMA representatives have been made
Hamirpur
Missing
Shahjahanpur
8
members
the provisions
17 (7), PCHardoi of committee which does not
2 abide withSidharth
Nagar of the Act (Section
4
J.P.Nagar
11
Sitapur
13
PNDTAct).
Jalaun
14
Sonbhadra
1
¡ TheJaunpur
meetings of the Advisory Committee
are
not
held
as
per
the
provisions
of the Act (Rule 4,
30
Varanasi
33

authorities which poses problem in regulation

PC-PNDT (Advisory Committee) Rules, 1996). The procedure followed by the Advisory
Committee prescribed by rules is also not observed as at most of the places either CMO or the
DM are chairing the committee meetings.
¡ Important matters regarding registration, renewal, cancellation and details of supervision,

subsequent action are not discussed in the meetings.
One center each
was cancelled in
Mau & Mirzapur
¡ The State records 3647 ultrasound

clinics across all the 71 districts in the State
¡ IVF centers in districts of Moradabad, Allahabad,

Kanpur, Meerut and Noida stand either unreported or
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reported in the category of ultrasound centers and hence
unregistered.
Districts No of center Sealed Districts

Hardoi are in the
¡ MostAllahabad
of the clinics owned 2by the non-medicos
Bagpat
2
Jaunpur
smaller
districts, hence making
it unlikely
that they are
Balia
1 follow-up. Lucknow
covered
in any monitoring or
Barabanki
4
Mau
¡ For more
than half of the registered
professionals
(1,862
Bareilly
1
Varanasi
out of
3,534) with the ultrasound
centers there
is no record
Basti their qualifications.
1
regarding

No of center Sealed
1
1
19
1
2

¡ There are 410 MBBS doctors operating the ultrasound machines who do not have the required

experience or qualification.
¡ 11 BAMS (Bachelor of Ayurvedic Medicine and Science) and BAMS have also been granted

registration (Gautam Buddha Nagar, Jaunpur, Mau, Meerut, Pratapgarh and Unnao) whereas the
Act indicates that any medical personnel can only be granted registration if one is recognized
under the Indian Medical councilAct, 1956.
¡ Of the MBBS doctors registered in the State who have appropriate training or experience only

No.it of
Case
Prosecuted
District’s
No. of
Case
18%District’s
have acquired
from
a qualified
sonologist
or radiologist.
In the
restProsecuted
of the cases where the
1
Lalitpur
MBBSAgra
doctors have been granted
registration,
the qualification of the1 issuing authority is not
mentioned
in the certificate which
in itself raises
suspicion about its authenticity.
Bagpat
1
Lucknow
6
Balia
1
¡ Multiple
registrations is becoming
a commonMeerut
pattern, which should 1be treated as suspicious
G.B.Nagar
1
since
there are wider chances3 of an alternateMoradabad
person operating the ultrasound
machines than the
doctorHardoi
registered himself. 1
Varanasi
2
¡ 597 ultrasound centers in the State stand expired and non-renewed which puts them in the

category of unregistered centers. This can even be due to the laxity on the part of implementing
authority to grant renewal in time.
¡ 49 ultrasound clinics (39 in Meerut, 10 in GB Nagar) function on call i.e. as per the requirement

machines are called from other places. This is clearly against the provisions of theAct.
¡ The districts do not possess adequate data concerning the number of ultrasound machines at a

particular center, which is a major monitoring lacuna. These unreported machines tend to be
misused as they are taken from one place to another as per demand.
¡ The data pertaining to the make and model of the ultrasound machines is not sufficiently

furnished in the district records
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¡ 40% of the centers (1482 out of 3647) are not sending regular reports to the concerned district

Appropriate
Authorities. Of the 727 centers sending reports in the appropriate format (Form F),
GAPS
IN IMPLEMENTATION
only 497 are complete.
¡ Only in about 40 districts the record registers are maintained and duly signed by the District

AppropriateAuthorities.
¡ In only 15 districts the Advisory Committee been formed as per the norms and regulations laid

down in the Act. In 51 districts, discrepancies were found in context of its formation. In 2
districts the District Advisory Committees have not been formed. (Data from 2 districts could
not be obtained).
¡ Regular meetings of the DistrictAdvisory Committees are held only in 12 districts
¡ In only 44 districts these meetings are attended by the Appropriate Authority, which implies that

in the remaining districts the Appropriate Authority is left out of the decisions of the Advisory
Committee.
¡ In 16 districts (23%) the meeting is chaired by a member of the Advisory Committee (for e.g.

Chief Medical Superintendent or any other member voted by the Committee) which is as per the
norms laid down in the PC-PNDTAct. In the rest, it is presided over by the DAAor CMO.
¡ Only 550 centers in the State have been visited by the respective authorities in the last one year as

part of regular follow-up visits. 43% of the centers (1601 of 3647) have not been visited even
once for regular monitoring of records or for ensuring compliance to theAct.
¡ 52 districts confirmed that regular monitoring and follow-up of the ultrasound centers are

conducted. The remaining 17 district authorities admitted to not have conducted any such visit (
Data from district could not be obtained)
¡ In cases of contravention of the Act, in most cases, the Appropriate Authority left the defaulters

with a warning, advice or show cause notice. Sometimes, no action was taken. Of the centers
visited, only 2 stand cancelled and 11 were sealed
¡ 18 cases currently stand prosecuted in the CJM court under the PC-PNDTAct.

¡ It falls on the implementing authorities to
track the many illegal centers operational in
the State and respective districts and take
immediate legal action against them
¡ Immediate review of PC-PNDT records
available with the districts should be done by
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¡

¡

¡

¡

¡
¡

the implementing authority, following which
a notice to be given to all centers to furnish
information not available in records, within a
stipulated time period; failing which
immediate suspension or legal action.
Registration of all centers being operated by doctors who do not possess requisite qualification
or are not registered in the State Medical Council should be immediately suspended and legal
action undertaken.
There are no guidelines or standards laid by MCI as to who can provide training /experience to
the MBBS doctors to operate these technologies. The matter needs to be referred to the Central
Supervisory Board.
Doctors who are registered at multiple centers exceeding 2-3, should be immediately taken into
account. A limit should be specified to the number of centers at which a doctor can be registered,
which can be concluded on the basis of a consensus by the State Supervisory Board or the State
Advisory Committee or as the state feels appropriate. This matter should be reported to the
Central supervisory Board for further deliberations.
All the applications for the renewal of ultrasound centers should be treated as the prior issue
since as per their current status they stand illegal; hence registrations be granted after due
monitoring of such centers whose registrations have expired
Centers operational with the on-call service (39 in Meerut, 10 in GB Nagar) should be
prosecuted for flouting the PC-PNDTAct.
The manufacturer of these technologies should be served a notice to regular their practice of
sending regular reporting to the respective district and the state within a stipulated time, failing
which they be prosecuted.

STATE LEVEL
Sensitization of Judiciary
¡ Orientation for DGCs of all districts in UP
¡ Involvement of state law commission to expedite the cases in court.
¡ Involvement of Law Department – Sensitization and orientation of CJMs on declining sex ration

and PC-PNDTAct.
¡ Orientation of all District Appropriate authority (DM) on declining sex ratio -consequences and

their role under PC-PNDTAct.
Sensitization of Medical Professional
¡ Involvement of IMA/FOGSI members at the State and District level to prepare/ monitor

guideline for their members to regulate unethical use of technology. It should promote / dialogue
with its member to adhere with the compliance of the law.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
¡ Inclusion of the issue in the ongoing training of Health & FW and other medical and Para-

medical staff at all levels. Contents of the issue or the deliverables during the trainings to be
reviewed and revised
¡ To involve U P. Medical council to review the status of training centers /certificate issuing

authority in ultra sound and other imaging techniques in the state. MCI should take punitive
action against erring doctors as described in the law.
Sensitization of Media Persons
¡ Media should be sensitized on the issues of declining sex ratio. There should be regular updating

of the finding with media.
Monitoring and Review
¡ Regularization of all statuary forums on PC-PNDT. There is need to renew the district advisory

committees as described with the act in most of the districts of UP
¡ Ensuring regularization of the PC-PNDT reports from the districts followed by analysis of

quarterly reports in the State Advisory Committee meetings so that a plan of action can be drawn
to undertake district specific issues and further feedbacks to be sent to all districts
Information Education Communication
¡ Publicity of the provisions of theAct through print and electronic media
¡ Publicizing the severe decline in the sex ratio and its social repercussions visible in the society

through mass media

DISTRICT LEVEL
¡ Immediate review of all registered centers in line with the provision made under the PC-PNDT

Act and to fulfill all statuary requirements failing which the centre should be debarred from
functioning until required compliance is made.
¡

All permanent records as mentioned in the PC-PNDT Act at district level should be updated to
check irregularities in future.

¡

Services of legal experts should be involved to expedite cases pending in the court under PCPNDTAct.

¡ District PNDT cell should receive monthly reports only on the prescribed format under the Act

(Form E, F and G). Action should be taken against centers which do not comply with these
requirements.
¡ According to rule 11(1) and rule 12 under the PC-PNDT Rules, 1996, it is possible for

Appropriate Authorities to authorize persons to conduct some functions on their behalf, such as
inspection and investigations. It is suggested that in case of entrustment of powers, of District
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Appropriate Authority to the nodal officer or any other person, the delegation of responsibility
should be official in totality.
¡ Supervision and monitoring visit to at least 20% of the centers should be made mandatory during

an intervening period of Advisory Committee i.e. 60 days to capture breach/ violation of the Act.
On violation of the Act legal action should be initiated rather than issuing show cause notices
(Supreme Court judgment 2003).

Female foeticide is a blemish on any society or ethnicity which names itself cultured. Eliminating the
girl child in the womb itself is a crime against humanity. This vindictiveness indicates a deep bias whose
reasons must be examined thoroughly to go to the root of the problem. Well, our society is patriarchal
where male counterpart wields power and authority while the women's status remains secondary here
and to top it all the ultrasound technique due its wide availability and cheap cost has added to the evil of
sex determination which shows the way to the sex selective abortions.
Thus, it is clear that female foeticide is not merely from transgression of ethics but grave phenomena
whose social repercussion is equally alarming. Besides, the ethical behavior by medical fraternity and
concrete legal measures equally call for change in mindsets of the society because there lays its final
solution.
An authoritarian and firm steps need to be put into operation at the very grass root strata's in our so called
civil society to abort and handcuff the mal-practitioners accountable for the violation of the PC-PNDT
Act.
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IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRED

“The State should serve a notice to all the districts to look into the
composition of the District Advisory Committees and review it as
per the norms laid down in the Act. Civil society organizations
working on the issue should be given priority in the commit”
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Recommendations for Effective
Implementation of PC-PNDT Act
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CONCLUSION
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ANNEXURE- 1
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ANNEXURE- 2
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ANNEXURE- 3
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ANNEXURE- 4
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ANNEXURE- 5
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ANNEXURE- 6
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ANNEXURE- 7
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ANNEXURE- 8
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ANNEXURE- 9
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ANNEXURE- 10
uksMy vf/kdkjh @eq[; fpfdRlkf/kdkjh%
tuin &
i;Zos{kd dk uke&

fnukad&
laLFkk&

?? D;k QkeZ&,p ds vk/kkj ij LFkk;h fjdkMZ@jftLVj cuk;k x;k gS \
?? D;k LFkk;h fjdkMZ@jftLVj esa lHkh dkye iwjs Hkjs x;s gS \
?? D;k LFkk;h fjdkMZ@jftLVj ds i`"Bks ij leqfpr izkf/kdkjh ds
gLrk{kj gSa \

?? fiNys ,d lky esa fdrus dsUnzks dk fujh{k.k@Hkze.k fd;k x;kA
?fujh{k.k@Hkze.k fd;s x;s dsUnzks esa ls fdrus dsUnzks ij vfu;ferrk
ik;h x;hA
?vfu;ferrk okys dsUnzks esa ls fdrus dsUn lhy@ fd;s x;sA
?vfu;ferrk okys dsUnzks esa ls fdrus dsUnzks ds f[kykQ dksVZ esa okn
nk;j fd;s x;sA
?vfu;ferrk okys dsUnzks esa ls fdrus dsUnzks Li"Vhdj.k ekaxk x;k
vFkok uksfVl nh x;h A
?? lykgdkj lfefr ds o`rkUr ij lnL;ksa dk gLrk{kj gS \

?? lykgdkj lfefr dh cSBd esa ppkZ fd;s tkus okys fcUnqvksa ds izdkj
\
?? tuin esa fdrus dsUnzks dk uohuhdj.k yfEcr gS A fooj.k

?? tuin esa fdrus ljdkjh vLirkyksa esa vYVªklkm.M@tsusfVd
dsUnz@besftax dsUnz iathd`r gS \

?? fiNys ,d lky esa fdrus dsUnzks }kjk dsUnz ds uohuhdj.k gsrq vkosnu
fd;k x;kA

?? muesa ls fdrus dsUnzks dk 90 fnu ckn Hkh uohuhdj.k ugha gqvkA
?? fdrus dsUnz QkeZ&Q ij ekfld fjiksV Hkst jgs gS\a
?? tuin esa fdrus eqdnesa eq[; U;kf;d vf/kdkjh ds U;k;ky; esa py
jgs gSA
?D;k mudh iSjoh dh tkrh gS \ mldk fooj.k!

?? ftykf/kdkjh }kjk vcrd fdruh cSBdks dh v/;{krk bl eqn~ns ls
lEcfU/kr dh x;h \
?? dsUnzks ds iathdj.k @fujLrhdj.k@uohuhdj.k ls lEcfU/kr eqn~n ij
lykgdkj lfefr dk lq>ko@lykg fy;k tkrk gSA
uksMy vf/kdkjh @eq[; fpfdRlkf/kdkjh dk uke
gLrk{kj ¼eqgj lfgr½
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ANNEXURE- 11
tuinh; lykgdkj lfefr dk fooj.k%
fnukad&
i;Zos{kd dk uke&
Ø lnL;
in ,oa
lfef VsyhQksu
e kas dk
laxBu@laLFkk r esa
u0
la uke @foHkkx dk uke in
0

tuin dk uke&
laLFkk&
cSBd dh cSBd dk;Zok lfefr dh csBdks esa lnL;ksa
lwpuk nh
dk
gh
dh mifLFkfr ¼vDVwcj 07
tkrh gS]gka ,ts.M fy[kh
ls vDVwcj 08½
rks dSls
k fn;k tkrh
gS
VsyhQks i tkrk
gS
u
=

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
0

eq[;
fpfdRlkf/kdkjh
uksMy vf/kdkjh
fyfid
?
??dk;Zokgh jftLVj cuk gS \ ;fn gk¡ rks lfefr dh cSBd dh dk;Zokgh fy[kh tkrh gSA ¼d`Ik;k fjdkMZ nsa[ksa½
??lfefr dh cSBd esa dsUnz ds iathdj.k] uohuhdj.k]fujLrhdj.k bR;kfn eqn~nksa ij ppkZ rFkk lfefr dh
lykg yh tkrh gSA ¼d`Ik;k fjdkMZ nsa[ksa½
??lfefr dh cSBd dh cSBd dh v/;{krk dkSu djrk gS \ ¼d`Ik;k fjdkMZ nsa[ksa½
??lfefr dh cSBd dh lwpuk lHkh lnL;ksa dks nh tkrh gS \ ¼d`Ik;k fjdkMZ nsa[ksa½
??lfefr dh cSBd dh lwpuk lnL;ksa dks dSls nh tkrh gS \ ¼d`Ik;k fjdkMZ nsa[ksa½
??lfefr dh cSBd dh lwpuk lnL;ksa dks dc ¼fdrus fnu igyss ½nh tkrh gSA ¼d`Ik;k fjdkMZ nsa[ksa½
??lfefr dh cSBd ,ts.Mk ds vk/kkj ij dh tkrh gSA ¼d`Ik;k fjdkMZ nsa[ksa½
??D;k lfefr dh cSBd esa leqfpr izkf/kdkjh ;k muds }kjk vf/kd`r O;fDr mifLFkr jgrs gSA ¼d`Ik;k fjdkMZ
nsa[ksa½
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ANNEXURE- 12
ih0lh0ih0,u0Mh0Vh0,DV&1994 ds vUrxZr iathdzr dsUnzks ls lEcfU/kr lwpuk;sa %
tuin &
i;Zos{kd dk uke&
laLFkk&
fnukad&
Øe
l0

dsUnz dk
uke ,oa
irk

dsUnz ds
Lokeh@
ekfyd dk
uke ]Qksu
u0

dsUnz dh Js.kh
¼vYVªk0]ts0Dyh0
]ts0dk0ls0]eks0
vYVªklkm.M½

iathdzr
vkijsVj@
fpfdRld dk
uke] Qksu u0

iathdzr
vkijsVj @
fpfdRld dh
;ksX;rk ¼ fMxzh
] fMIyksek
]vuqHko ½ vkfn
dk fooj.k
fy[ksa

iathdj.k
dh frfFk

iathdj.k
lekIr gksus
dh frfFk

uohuh&
dj.k dh
fLFkfr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

uksMy vf/kdkjh

dk uke ,oa in

gLrk{kj ¼eqgj lfgr½

ih0lh0ih0,u0Mh0Vh0,DV&1994 ds vUrxZr iathdzr dsUnzks ls lEcfU/kr lwpuk;sa
tuin &
Øe
la[;k

iathdzr
e'khuksa dh
la[;k

iathdzr
e'khuksa dk
esd vkSj
ekMy u0

dk;Zjr
e'khuksa dh
la[;k

eq0fp0dk0
ess ekfld
fjiksVZ izkIr
gksus dh
fLFkfr

1

2

3

4
5
6

7
8
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fjiksVZ Qke& Q
es izkIr gksus dh
fLFkfr

fdlh
vf/kd`r
O;fDr
}kjk dsUnz
dk Hkze.k
fd;k
x;k

gk¡

gk¡

iw.kZ

viw.kZ

ugha

;fn dsUnz dk
Hkze.k fd;k
x;k rks dsUnz
ij D;k
dfe;k¡ ik;h
x;haA

leqfpr
izkf/kdkjh
}kjk D;k
dk;Zokgh dh
x;h

ANNEXURE- 13
S.
No.

Districts

1

Saharanpur

2

Muzaffarnagar

3

Bijnor

4

Moradabad

5
6

Sex

No. of
Centers

S.
No

Districts

ratio

Sex ratio
(0-6 yrs)

Sex
ratio

Sex ratio
(0-6 yrs)

No. of
Centers

865

872

95

36

Jhansi

871

886

46

871

859

74

37

Lalitpur

882

931

08

896

905

71

38

Hamirpur

851

903

09

875

912

69

39

Mahoba

866

901

02

Rampur

879

922

32

40

Banda

860

917

11

Jyotiba Phule
Nagar

885

911

13

41

Chitrakoot

873

928

02

7

Meerut

872

857

234

42

Fatehpur

893

927

09

8

Baghpat

847

850

19

43

Pratapgarh

1004

936

39

9

Ghaziabad

860

854

256

44

Kaushambi

895

946

08

10

Gautam Buddha
Nagar

841

854

140

45

Allahabad

879

917

154

11

Bulandshahar

879

867

37

46

Barabanki

887

941

27

12

Aligarh

862

885

101

47

Faizabad

939

945

25

13

Hathras

858

886

---

48

Ambedkar Nagar

978

942

19

14

Mathura

840

872

71

49

Sultanpur

980

941

36

15

Agra

846

866

209

50

Bahraich

867

970

18

16

Firozabad

852

887

29

51

Shrawasti

862

941

01

17

Etah

849

891

14

52

Balrampur

895

961

13

18

Mainpuri

857

892

11

53

Gonda

906

952

23

19

Budaun

842

890

27

54

Siddharthnagar

948

964

17

20

Bareilly

871

906

156

55

Basti

938

938

18

21

Pilibhit

877

940

26

56

Sant Kabir Nagar

974

941

02

22

Shahjahanpur

842

897

36

57

Mahrajganj

934

958

12

23

Kheri

871

943

57

58

Gorakhpur

960

934

162

24

Sitapur

864

936

30

59

Kushinagar

963

955

34

25

Hardoi

844

914

30

60

Deoria

1002

948

41

26

Unnao

898

923

28

61

Azamgarh

1020

949

39

27

Lucknow

888

915

338

62

Mau

986

946

22

28

Rae Bareli

951

941

29

63

Ballia

953

942

23

29

Farrukhabad

848

897

38

64

Jaunpur

1014

930

53

30

Kannauj

866

912

11

65

Ghazipur

976

934

21

31

Etawah

858

895

24

66

Chandauli

922

937

16

32

Auraiya

856

894

8

67

Varanasi

903

919

142

33

Kanpur Dehat

852

892

03

68

Sant Ravidas Nagar
Bhadohi *

917

916

12

34

Kanpur Nagar

855

869

201

69

Mirzapur

897

929

14

35

Jalaun

849

889

13

70

Sonbhadra

898

956

18
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The facts and figures for this study are based
on the availability of records from
the District Health offices in
state of U.P.
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